
Product Specifi cation Model PC-080
Chair Type Perfect Chair
Upholstery Leather / Leather Match
Armrests Upholstered Leather

Operational Specs    

Environmental Compliance (certifi ed) TB-117
Recline Operation Manual

Chair Dimensions

Upright (L/W/H) 44” x 34” x 50”
Reclined (L/W/H) 65.75” x 34” x 29.25”
Recline Clearance Required (distance to wall) 18”
Seat Width 23.5”

Logistics

Container Quantity (stnd. 40 foot) 40
Product Weight (net weight) 108 lbs.
Packaged Weight (gross weight) 128 lbs.
Shipping Box Dimensions (L/W/H) 64.77” x 36.03” x 29.14”
Shipping Box Cubic Ft. 39.35’
Warranty 1 Year Limited
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Specifi cations

Black
SKU#  PC-008-100-001

Red
SKU#  PC-008-100-003

Cashew
SKU#  PC-008-100-007



the vision
At Interactive Health, our vision was to create a chair so extraordinary it would be called The Perfect 
Chair®.  Artfully blending contemporary architecture with traditional design, our Director of Design, David 
Potter, created the chair’s bold yet classical look. By integrating our unique zero-gravity technology, 
then selecting the most sumptuous materials, we created a neutral body posture chaise that transcends 
common comfort. Truly, the Perfect Chair®. 

When given the opportunity to design a “perfect” chair, I recalled that  
classically designed chairs exploit the natural beauty and appealing familiarity  
of human proportion. This was also the key to the appeal of Renaissance  
architecture.  Basic visual cues subconsciously invite you to interact with  
well-designed buildings or objects. So I chose to take a classic approach; get 
the human proportions right and aesthetics and comfort are quick to follow.

Aesthetics, engineering, comfort, health - we took care of the hard parts.   
All you have to do is sit down.

–David Potter

the design
With the discipline and wisdom that can only come from years of experience, we carefully researched 
and selected each component that would make our dream chair a reality. Aesthetically and technically, 
the Perfect Chair®  refl ects Interactive Health’s commitment to manufacture products of superior quality 
and value.

aerospace science and ergonomics
Not by coincidence, the body frame ergonomics are inspired by the neutral body posture chaise  
position developed by NASA to support astronauts during their ascent into orbit. Modifi ed for use in 
stationary applications and incorporating our multi-patented technology, the Perfect Chair® body frame 
is designed to provide years of comfort and can accommodate individuals weighing up to 285 lbs.

The new PC-8 Perfect Chair 

Once in a while a product comes along that seems different... something   
that not only serves its purpose, but redefi nes it, a product with craftsmanship 
that goes beyond the norm. It’s design has a look that is everlasting.  
Something like this has only one word to describe it. Perfect.

Introducing the newest member of the family... The Perfect Chair-8

Features include:

• Generous leather/leather match cushions for a soft touch and furniture springs  
 for superior comfort seating
• Multi-patented construction throughout means the Perfect Chair® is one of a kind 
• Extra wide leg rest provides maximum comfort
• Exclusive guide rail system ensures smooth recline motion
• Available in Black, Cashew & Red
• Interior woodbase
• The neutral body posture chaise position elevates your legs above your heart,  
 relieving weight from your spine. Doctors recommend this as the healthiest   
 way to sit.

The zero-gravity recline of the Perfect Chair® offers a unique experience.   
As your feet rise above your heart, pressure is removed from your spine,  

allowing absolute surrender to deep relaxation.
As your feet rise above your heart, pressure is removed from your spine,  

allowing absolute surrender to deep relaxation.

zero gravity

Ergonomically shaped, articulating head rest 
cushion cradles the neck for perfect support

Easy-to-use brake control system with   
Mechlok™ brake allows precise position   
control and is extremely reliable 

Available in Black
PC-004-100-001


